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 EMERGENCY CONTACTS
 

Emergency Child Protection: 1-800-663-9122
Emergency Crisis Line: 1-888-353-2273
Suicide Prevention : 1-800-SUICIDE (784-2433)
KUU-US (Aboriginal) Crisis Line: 1-800-588-8717
Kid's Help Phone: 1-800-668-6868
Metis Crisis Line: 1-833-MetisBC(638-4722)

WELCOME - DAHOOJA - HUNILHT’IH 
TO THE FALL 2021 NEWSLETTER

 
240B North Mackenzie Avenue, Williams Lake, BC  

Call (250) 392-6500 or Visit www.denisiqi.org
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ORANGE SHIRT DAY 

Collectively, Canada will pause on September 30, 2021 for Orange Shirt Day to recognize a National Day
for Truth and Reconciliation. Denisiqi offices will be closed on this day to participate in the recognition of
the tragic history and loss and to reflect on Canada’s story of colonialism. It is the impact of this history that
led to the creation of an organization like Denisiqi Services Society. The staff’s daily work results from the
direct link between residential schools to todays child welfare issues. September 30, 2021 will hold
significant meaning for many Indigenous and non-Indigenous people because of the unmarked graves
discovered near residential schools of children who were separated from their families, communities and
culture and the recognition that this separation of Indigenous children from who they are and where they
come from continues today through our current systems. The masses of people wearing orange shirts
signifies a wave of change and that one day Canada will be a country where “Every Child Matters.” To
learn more about Orange Shirt Day or Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation please visit About Us
(orangeshirtday.org) and Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada at NCTR.ca.

https://www.orangeshirtday.org/about-us.html
https://nctr.ca/about/history-of-the-trc/truth-and-reconciliation-commission-of-canada/
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

STAFF
UPDATES

Over the past several
weeks, Denisiqi welcomed
many new staff to our team.
Jimi Belleau-Wells and
Traveena Alexis are new
outreach workers. Traveena
will also be splitting her time
as a part time counselling
practicum student. Janice
Breck also joined Denisiqi as
a part time practicum
counselling student. Crystal
Wells, our Programs
Manager is taking a short
leave to welcome a baby girl
to her family. Denisiqi
continues to seek a mental
health clinician to join the
clinical team. Please see our
website for the job posting. 
www.denisiqi.org

Hello Friends and Community Members,

I hope that you are all keeping well. As the world continues to change
around us, here at Denisiqi we continue to do the work that we need to
do in unique and creative ways as we respond to the communities and
needs of our clients.  We are working on continuously improving our
programs and services in addition to supporting clients, families, and
communities on their journey to self determination and undertaking
jurisdiction initiatives. Our amazing teams have come up with hybrid
models to accommodate in person, zoom and other ways to stay
connected and continue to plan for future programs and respond to
community requests.
Coming up in the next few months for the agency is some further growth
and expansion. When starting my journey here at Denisiqi in 2019 there
were 22 staff. We now have 38 and a number of students on any given
day, so the pressure for more space continues to be front of mind. As we
hope to be able to spend more time in community soon, we also
recognize that our walls need to expand. Starting in November we will be
taking over the space next door to us and adding an additional 13
offices. We look forward to hosting gatherings and events in our new
spaces one day soon.
We are very pleased to continue to support the Foundry as they get
ready to open for services to youth in the Spring of 2022. We have a
representative on the youth advisory committee and both the counselling
team and youth outreach teams will be providing services out of the
Foundry.
I wanted to extend my gratitude to my staff who have transitioned
between work at home agreements and the office with seemingly
effortlessness. Not only have they navigated all of the changes with
grace, but have continued the usual workload, meeting deliverables, all
while supporting each other and clients. I am inspired and so blessed to
share space with such a great team of people. I am also grateful for the
board of directors that support me to do this work and continue towards
the vision for the nation. 
We are excited to embrace the adventures of the rest of this year and
look forward to the new year. 

Sechanalyagh,

Christa Smith 
Executive Director
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Tŝilhqot'in
 

November
Benen Lhiz Qen Yex Ts'enish

"The month they move into undergroud
houses"

 
December
Gwelu Za

"The month of ice"
 

January
Tisel ?iza

"The month of the golden eagle"
 

February
Benen Ses ?elhtsish

"The month the bears have their cubs"

CULTURE CORNER

Dakelh
 

November
Hook'us Bunun

"The time of the fish run"
 

December
Tsil Bunun

"The time of the salmon run"
 

January
Sacho Bunun

"The time of the moose run"
 

February
Nilhts't Bunun

"The time of the leaves falling"

“You've got to know your language to understand your culture.”
— BeatriceTaylor,Ojibwe

 

Language is part of a person's Identity - It helps keep culture alive

Yus - Wolf 

Yun - Floor

Ts'uwhuljos - Chipmunk

Ts'uz - Feathers

Yeztli - Horse

Musdzoon - Owl

Tse - Rock

Bun - Tent

Tsagooh - Traps

Language translations were created using the FirstVoices website

?ash hijed - Fog

Dzinas - Noon

Qw'es - Clouds

Tozts'ih - Windy

ts'ats'el - Sunflower

Nanjez - Fox

Sek'i - Cow

Tsinlh - Axe

Qitel - Sock

https://www.firstvoices.com/home


JORDAN'S PRINCIPLE
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After starting work in February 2021 and getting my training at the end of March 2021, I had my very first
client in April 2021 asking for some assistance with assistive electronics for her daughter as she is
homeschooling due to Covid-19. After gathering a support letter from the teacher and getting a couple
quotes from Staples, we were ready to send off the application. It took a few months for us to hear back from
ISC, they had a few questions for myself and the parent regarding substantive equality but once this was
gathered, we received our approval letter. This letter included the amounts approved for the laptop, anti-
virus, Microsoft word, and the set up fee. Finally, I was able to take my client shopping!!! She was one happy
girl and will be all set for the school year. 
 
If you would like to know more about Jordan's Principle or start an application. Do not hesitate to reach out
to me at cynthia@denisiqi.org or call or text 778-267-7318
 
                    Cynthia Dick
                    Jordan's Principle Coordinator

The team kept busy trying to be positive especially when COVID-19 has been keeping us from travelling to
the communities to do support services. We enjoyed travelling for the time when COVID-19 restrictions were
lifted and masks came off. 
The team visited Tl'esqox, Ulkatcho, Xeni Gwet'in and Yunest’in. We still host activities here at Denisiqi
Services Society. The ASCD/AIDP/ECE team are still putting on support services for their clients. Grace
Cahoose, Early Childhood Outreach has her Family Circle every Wednesday 11am to 2pm. Charlotte Frank,
AIDP has been heading out to the communities to support her clients. Charlotte was also out at Fletcher Lake
for the culture camp with the community of Yunest’in. Candace LaFlamme, ASCD has her clients ages 6 to 18
coming into DSS for supports. Jenny Quilt, AIDP/ASCD also has clients that she works with here at the office
babies up to age 18. 

 

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Artwork done at a cultural camp



Jarring salmon in the early fall months is very popular in the Cariboo region amongst the Chilcotin and Carrier
communities. It is a good way to preserve the delicacy of salmon so that it lasts throughout the long cold
winter months. Some people may trade their jarred salmon for other goods such as berries or moose meat.  

Here are a few short and simple steps to jarring salmon. Retrieved on September 10, 2021 from
https://letthebakingbegin.com/canned-salmon-recipe-easier-than-you-think/

Add the salmon pieces to half-pint jars. If you are using skin-on salmon, make sure to put the skin side
towards the outside. Then, top with canning salt. Do not add water, the fish will release its own liquid. Next,
wipe the rims of the jars with a clean, damp towel. Then, top with a lid and seal it finger-tight.

Place the liner on the bottom of the pressure cooker and add a few inches of water.

Add the jars to the pressure cooker and process for 110 minutes at 10 PSI, or according to your pressure
cooker’s instructions.

Turn off heat, and allow the pressure indicator to drop down naturally. Open the lid, remove the jars and allow
to cool to room temperature.

Remove rings, wash the jars in warm soapy water, wipe dry and store at room temperature.  
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SALMON

Jarred salmon



?Esdilagh              Tl'esqox             Yunesit'in        Tsi Del Del       Ulkatcho            Xeni Gwet'in

OUTREACH AND PROGRAMMING
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Since the beginning of the pandemic, our team here has been through many challenges together. We
have worked from home, sent many mailout packages to our communities and urban youth, changed our
policies and regulations. There have been many changes and it would be impossible to list them all.
Some silver lining is that we have had more time for team building, cultural and historical teachings, and
finding creative ways to make sure that clients and families are thought of and always our top priority.
We have a team of dedicated, passionate, and caring staff that work so hard to make it all happen. I
think I can speak for us all when I say thank you to our clients for always being patient and
understanding with our ever-changing requirements for our roles as support workers.

As we transition into the school year, we will be supporting our urban and community schools and
clients, as needed, with one on one and school programs. This will include culture programs like
Pathways to Power, Family Wellness, Adulting 101, and more based on needs and requests.

Pathways to Power and Family Wellness were revamped recently with the help of our amazing staff who
modified the content to be more specific to Tŝilhqot'in culture. These programs are rooted in Indigenous
values and lifestyles and injected with the knowledge and consideration of our individual experiences
working with Tŝilhqot'in communities. These changes improve the program content so it is meaningful
and impactful to the clients who join our circles in these two programs.

Many of our staff participated in training such as Gathering Our Medicine, Flex your Head, and Ease
Training to help us navigate supporting our clients with new knowledge and methods. We take wholistic
health very seriously when it comes to our clients and staff. We model the importance of mental,
emotional, physical, and spiritual health to nurture ourselves and the ones we care for and support. The
Outreach Team has many programs and resources for families and youth. Call Denisiqi to speak with
one of our many knowledgeable staff members if you or someone you know is looking for support.
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 Lhats’asʔin
Memorial Day

Denisiqi Services Society recognizes Lhats’asʔin Memorial Day each October 26th. The Tŝilhqo’tin Nation
recognizes Lhts'as?in Memorial Day as a day to honour their War Chiefs who were wrongly executed
because they fought for their people.
The Tŝilhqot’in War Chiefs witnessed small pox decimate thousands of their people while they were on the
brink of starvation. To protect their lands, women and children from further threat, Chief Lhats’asʔin, Chief
Biyil, Chief Tellot, Chief Tahpitt, Chief Chayes and Chief Ahan led a war effort and killed a road crew that
had entered their lands without the permission of Tŝilhqot’in leadership.
After accepting an invitation to meet with colonial leaders to discuss terms of peace, the Chiefs were
betrayed, arrested, convicted, and later hung.
Five of the Chiefs (Lhats’asʔin, Biyil, Tellot, Tahpit and Chayses) were hung in Quesnel, just north of the
city’s hospital, on Oct. 26, 1864.The sixth, Chief Ahan, was executed in New Westminster the following
year on July 18, 1865. In 2018, the Government of Canada exonerated these leaders and acknowledged
that they were wrongly executed.
Chief Lhats’asʔin‘s words before he was hung were “We Meant War Not Murder"



As the gardening season comes to an end, there is gratification and fulfillment as people preserve the
harvest and fill their shelves with storage crops and jars of food. This is the reward for the hard work that has
gone into growing and tending to the plants all season long followed by time spent washing, chopping, and 
 late nights canning.
It's the end of garden season and your garden has dead vines, corn stalks, and cabbage roots. Leave
everything there. Add the kitchen compost to it through the winter. It is an excellent time to do a major clean
up not just with plants – weeding, pruning, clearing out old debris from pathways and corners. Chop up twigs
and leaves so they can decompose faster and act as a mulch layer to feed the soil bed or garden.
Rake the fallen leaves in your yard to create the main ingredients for a good compost pile. Add the leaves
directly to your soil and tamp them down so they do not blow off. You can also chop these leaves up into
even finer pieces which will allow them to decompose faster.
Composting is the most essential of fall garden tasks. The plant waste and dead leaves you've raked up
along with any animal manure and other organic material you gather will make an excellent compost pile.
Some people put down a layer of compost first, and then cover with newspaper. This approach enriches the
soil, while the paper blocks weeds but allows for rain and moisture to get through.
Fall is a good time to plant trees because it's cooler and it rains more, which gives new roots a good amount
of water. October is also a good time to plant garlic cloves.

 

FALL GARDENING TIPS
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“Autumn is a second spring where every leaf is a flower.” - Albert Camus

GENDER DIVERSITY
Denisiqi Services Society is on the never-ending path of unlearning and decolonizing to provide
Tŝilhqot’in and Ulkatchot’en children, youth and families inclusive and culturally appropriate services.
Prior to European colonization, Indigenous cultures accepted gender diversity and were not constrained
by the binary concepts that are commonly used today to understand sex and gender. As Indigenous
people reclaim their lands and revitalize their culture, our understanding of sex and gender requires
decolonization. On October 28 and 29th,2021 Denisiqi Staff will participate in gender diversity training in
our efforts to decolonize and become a more inclusive organization for the clients that we serve.
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ADULTING 101

At Denisiqi we support youth to achieve holistic wellness and independence. Adulting 101 is a
program that supports youth to transition to adulthood. Youth learn skills that increase their
knowledge and confidence around subjects that support their livelihood once they are living on
their own. The Adulting 101 program includes subject such as internet safety, driving, renting,
budgeting, and basic employment skills.
If a youth attends each session, they receive a complimentary gift basket! Call Denisiqi Services
Society at 250-392-6500 if you are interested or have any questions!
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WARRIORS WALK FOR HEALING

On August 2nd the Warriors’ Walk for Healing which had
started several weeks earlier in Whitehorse, Yukon and was
headed to the Kamloops Indian Residential school site,
came through Williams Lake. Everyone was welcome to join
them on this historical event, and Denisiqi counsellors
Carolyn and Carmen took the opportunity to be part of the
walk and wanted to share some of their experiences with
you.

Carmen:
When we joined the walkers down the highway towards the great intersection, the group was energized by
drumming and singing, as well as conversations with old and new friends. Through the rhythm of walking
even more energy got released, and it was powerful being part of the collective field of walkers for such a
deeply meaningful cause. I felt like I was in the right place at the right time and I sang along to the songs
being led by some beautiful singers in the group. We were finally down the hill and waiting to find a good time
to cross the great intersection when the walkers leading the group suddenly stopped in the middle of the very
busy intersection, still singing their song and claiming their place amidst the busy traffic. I could feel
discomfort rising wondering how the drivers of the many cars approaching would react when their traffic light
turned green and they could not cross the intersection, but it was also a very powerful moment and taught me
a lesson around taking up space and showing up for a cause. The children that had gone missing and buried
in unmarked graves had no advocates at the time, and a big part of the population was completely unaware
of the atrocities perpetuated by their government and the Residential School system. Yet here we were many
many years later, peacefully blocking the busiest intersection in town, while Chief Willie Sellars was claiming
his space and singing all four verses of a traditional drum song. It sent goosebumps up my spine, and I was
grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this powerful moment. The cars around us were lining up in all four
directions and we stood there and sang for what seemed like a little eternity, when in reality maybe only six
minutes had passed. There was a host of different reactions, some drivers were curious and patient, others
honked their horns in support, but then there were also some that were irritated and looked for a way to drive
around us, and there we were, in the midst of it all. 
I learned something important that day – show up, take your place and don’t be afraid to take up space for
people to take notice and draw attention to a cause close to my heart. 

Carolyn:
My energetic 4 year-old niece Dakota and I were so excited to step in stride with the Northern walkers on the
Warriors Walk for Healing for a short stretch of their trek though Williams Lake on their way to Kamloops. I
saw many familiar faces as Williams Lake and surrounding community members came out in big numbers to
lend their energy and support, and to receive it as well. This past summer was a time of truth, a dark truth
about the undocumented and unmarked graves on residential school grounds across this country, and I
couldn’t let the opportunity pass, to walk and to remember the children taken, and the parents left behind. I
trust the songs, shared purpose, camaraderie, and love that lifted the spirit of everyone involved.
My niece Dakota sang softly in my ear, in perfect harmony with the hand-drums songs, while I piggy-backed
her along parts of the route. It was so special she could join her Yukon family—Auntie Diane and cousin
Jewlz—on a small part of their arduous and long journey from Whitehorse. The healing we do for ourselves
now is so much for her generation and for those yet to come.

Carmen and Carolyn join the Warriors Walk for Healing


